
Strexm Launch Dynamic Online Overlay 

Management Service 

Revealing the industry's first web based dynamic and modular overlay management 

service for online video games streamers 

 

 

LONDON - APRIL 25, 2015 - Strexm, founded by Jon Young and Gareth 

Reynolds, are today pleased to announce the official launch of the industry’s first 

fully web based overlay service for online video games streamers. Utilising the 

power of the web, Strexm's overlays are crafted using HTML and CSS, and 

directly integrate beautiful looking alerts for followers, subscribers and donations. 

All of this is managed through one simple web based form that enables 

streamers to update and control their overlays from any device, at any time. With 

no fees or graphics editing software required, Strexm rebrands the streaming 

industry to become more beautiful and accessible. 

 

It’s no hidden fact that it is a timely and costly process for a streamer to have an 

overlay at present. Strexm simplifies that entire process removing the need to 

conceptualise an overlay, locate an artist, part with a hefty fee, and then piece 

together the various components. With plenty of overlays to choose from 

spanning a variety of games, streamers simply connect to the service via their 

Twitch account, select an overlay of their choice at absolutely no cost, and then 

transfer their unique overlay URL into their preferred streaming software. 

 

Jon Young, co-founder and developer of Strexm, had to say, “After what has 

been months of research and development, I am pleased to announce the official 

launch of Strexm. What was once an idea following the production of a series of 

broadcasts has now turned into a reality, and the outcome has far exceeded our 

wildest expectations. We are delighted with just how versatile the service is and 

hope to see the quality of gamers streams increase significantly.”  

 

Jon Young and Gareth Reynolds are two streaming veterans from the United 

Kingdom who specialise in professional broadcasts for UK events. With bundles 

of experience, the pair has completed work for ESL, MCM Comic Con, GAME, 

EA and 2K to name just a few. This unique level of experience has helped to 

ensure Strexm is a user friendly, stream friendly service. 

 

 

 

 



Notes to Editors: 

Website URL: http://www.strexm.tv 

 

The service is designed with simplicity in mind. It’s incredibly easy to get going, 

and requires only three steps:- 

 

1. Connect through with Twitch; 

2. Select an overlay at absolutely no cost – the first overlay is on us; 

3. Hide the components that aren’t needed, edit the contents of the ones that 

are, and then simply copy the unique URL into OBS or XSplit. 

 

Once the user has set-up their scene in their preferred streaming software, they 

need only begin to start streaming. Follower, subscriber, and donation alerts are 

all integrated and update automatically. 

 

The service currently has over 20 overlays with the vision to expand this number 

in the very near future. Additionally, users may purchase a custom, tailored 

overlay (or have an existing overlay converted) that will work seamlessly with 

Strexm’s interface and architecture. 

 

Ends 

 

For further information, please contact Jon Young - contact@strexm.tv  

http://www.strexm.tv/

